
DAILY SCHEDULE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2021
 ¡Bienvenidos!  Arrival Day!

ITINERARY
Writing from Our Depth, Guanajuato 2021

6:30am-9:00am: Breakfast (make your own)
7:00am: (Optional) Self-guided yoga and
meditation on the terrace
10:00am-12:00pm: Guided self-exploration
workshop
12:00pm-2:00pm: Lunch break
2:00pm-4:00pm: Writing on your own

You’ll have plenty of time to ease into your days
and take a siesta or explore the town in the
afternoons. After dinner, we can share our
experiences and our writing, or simply enjoy the
night's view from the terrace.

For those flying in, you will arrive in Bajío
International Airport (BJX), officially known as
Aeropuerto Internacional de Guanajuato
(Guanajuato International Airport), located just
outside León, about a 45 minute drive from
Guanajuato.

It’s a small airport, with only a few flights
arriving from the US each day. We will provide
transportation from BJX Airport to the
Florecer Casitas.

You will have time to settle in and get
acquainted with the Casitas and with the other
group members. We will head “downtown” to
El Centro for dinner at a local restaurant.



TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2021

After our first morning exploration workshop,
we will go on a ½ day tour of historical downtown
(with lunch and writing time on your own). In
the afternoon we will take you to a local grocery
store where you can pick up things you want to
keep in your casita for breakfasts and lunches.

Dinner will be prepared for us at the Big House,
and we will eat together. After dinner, you are
free to write, explore the city, or stay in and
enjoy getting to know each other, maybe even
sharing some writing.

By the way, today is Mexico’s Revolution Day
(Día de la Revolución), a national public
government holiday that celebrates the 10-year
revolution that began in 1910 to end the
struggle against dictator José de la Cruz Porfirio
Diaz Mori. It is observed the 3rd Monday in
November, near the official date of November
20. Banks and schools will be closed, but
Guanajuato will be open and accessible for all
our needs today (including ATMs).

After our morning exploration, you have the
afternoon free to write on your own, stroll
through the city or the cerro (hill) behind the
Casitas. We will go as a group to one of the
most well-known monuments in Guanajuato,
the statue of Él Pípila, where we will leisurely
watch the sunset (from the best view in town)
and likely capture some great photos.
Afterward, it’s dinner on your own - you can
make an easy walk downtown to grab dinner
out, or you can return to the Casitas to make
your own.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2021



Today we take our morning exploration
outdoors – with a morning hike (rated
moderate) to La Bufa, led by Pavel Muñoz, a
local who loves to spend time in all of
Guanajuato’s hills and hikes. Our destination,
the Cueva de San Ignacio de Loyola, will be
the backdrop for today’s inspiration, and we
will have time to write in the chapel-in-the-
rocks before returning to the Casitas.

You’ll have lunch on your own, and this
afternoon we will be joined by several local
writers for the chance to do some informal
writing together, and, of course, some sharing
of our writing.

Dinner is family style tonight – so bring your
appetite and something you’d like to prepare
or share with the group.

After our morning exploration, you have the
afternoon free to write on your own, stroll
through the city or the cerro (hill) behind the
Casitas.

This evening, we have the pleasure of having a
cooking class offered by Lupita Rodríguez, who
will show us how she prepares some simple
foods that we can prepare on our own. At class’s
end, we will enjoy eating together and sampling
her signature mole sauce.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2021

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2021



Today we have an all-day excursion to Cañada
de la Virgin, the closest Pyramid to Guanajuato,
and the Museo Astronomía Prehispánica
(Museum of Prehispanic Astronomy). Our guide,
Dra. Rosanna Quiroz Ennis, has spent over a
decade studying the relationship of the sun,
moon, planets and stars to the structures in the
pyramid complex. She has gained unique
insights into the people who lived there and to
Mesoamerican culture in general. Dra. Ennis will
be our private tour guide of the pyramid.

At the museum, we will enjoy an authentic,
delicious home-made Mexican lunch featuring
prehispanic ingredients and cooking methods
highlighting foods that come into full harvest
each lunar month. We will likely meet her
husband Jesús, an established painter, who will
explain each of the courses. After lunch, Dra.
Ennis will share with us her findings, and will
lead us in some writing exercises, before we
head back to Guanajuato.

Dinner tonight is on our own.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2021

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2021

This is our last full day together. We begin
with a morning exploration and have time to
write all afternoon. Our final dinner together
will be prepared for us in the Big House. After,
we will open up the Casitas for our own
Guanajuato Writing Retreat open mic – a
chance to read and enjoy the work of others –
including local Guanajuato writers and those
of us who have had the good fortune to be here
for this week.



With gratitude we bring our time together to a
close today. Transportation will be provided to
BJX airport. Anyone leaving in the afternoon is
welcome to take part in one final morning
exploration.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2021
Departure Day!

¡HASTA LA PRÓXIMA!
 
 

Email Bonnie with Questions: email@email.com


